MEU: What it is

• 3 days Simulation of the *Plenary Sessions* of the committees composing the *European Union*

• Participants will be asked to AMEND the *Proposals* they will be assigned:

  **Day 1**: Proposal 1 in the Parliament; Proposal 2 in the Council

  **Day 2**: Proposal 2 in the Parliament; Proposal 1 in the Council

  **Day 3**: Voting Procedure on the Amended Proposals
Participants: How they will be split

A) Council → 28 Member States represented by respective Ministers

B) Parliament → 70 Deputies affiliated to European Parliament Parties
Proposals to amend: our Topics

• Education

• Environment
Current Organizational Committee

- Venice International University
- Venice Diplomatic Society
- BETA Italia
- Ca’ Foscari University of Venice
- Europe Direct
2018 Staff

• Director General and his Deputy
• Event Coordinator
• Commissioners
• Presidents, Vice-President and Secretaries of the Council and Parliament of the European Union
• Press – EU NOW
• Marketing Managers
Available Positions

• **1 STUDY GUIDE DESIGNER**
  (English mother-language required)
  They will be in charge of grammatically and graphically reviewing the SG.

• **2 PAGES**
  They are in charge of registering participants arriving both at the workshop and at the simulation; managing diplomatic notes deputies/ministers usually send one another; organizing with the Event Coordinator the canteen shifts.
• 2 LEGAL ADVISORs
(legal competency required)
They will be helping the participants propose legally correct amendments according to the European Union Law
If you wanna be part of the **Staff**

APPLY NOW

**DEADLINE:** March 15th, 12pm (Midday)
Contacts

For any doubt or question

• Filippo ➔ schenafilippo@gmail.com

• Thomas ➔ thomas.triangeli@icloud.com